
 

 

WASON POND 
WINTER 

SCAVENGER HUNT 
Join the hunt by finding the answers to these riddles 

I’m made of two colors 
And I look just like a hook 

You’ll give me a lick  
But I’m not something you cook 

During the festive season 
This might top a tree                              

It’s also used to describe 
A famous celebrity 

 

Garland, lights and balls 
They can all be seen 

Once they’re hung up  
On this evergreen 

I march along                                           
And stand strong                             

During the holiday season                     
I am a nutcracker figurine 

 

These are in the Harry Potter   
Books and Lord of the Rings too 

They can also help make gifts    
That someone brings to you  

When going around the world 
This animal can find the way 
It goes to every country while 

Helping to pull a sleigh 

 

I come in many different            
Shapes, sizes and colors                          
I usually get hung on a                      

Tree or a wreath 

I might be a beanie                             
Or a beret that’s flat                        
Maybe a tall stetson                   

Which means I’m a … 

 

Shiny and metallic  
But not a piece of bling  

They’re there to make a noise  
Shake them and they will ring 

My wings are used as flippers            
So in water I can flow         

Sometimes when on land I             
Slide on my belly in the snow 

 

His body is round                            
With a carrot for a nose                       

He loves to be cold                            
From his head to his toes 

I am something                               
You give to others                    

Sometimes in a bag and              
Sometimes in a box 

 

 

Riddles can be found at the Wason Pond Playground Scarecrow (Snowman) 
or you can print them online at the Recreation Department & Wason Pond 

Conservation and Recreation Commission pages at www.chesternh.org. 
This family fun activity can be done during park hours (dawn to dusk). 
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